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The April meeting was held at Russ’ shop with 12 members in attendance. The treasurer reported

$1189.97 in the treasury.

The topic of acquiring a midi lathe was discussed. It was decided that until there is a real need for

an additional lathe, the Jet mini would fulfill the Guild requirements. It was decided that the mini

lathe and associated accessories would be available for members to check out and use at home.

Laura Welter contacted the Guild concerning a summer silent auction to benefit Safe Passage. The

consensus is that the event should be held during the music festival and if possible in conjunction

with Mendocino Woodworkers show.

June 12 will be an all day turning event.

The turning challenge was discussed. Brian will head up the coordination of the event.

Wayne turned the two fruitless mulberry bowls

opposite. The wood was wet when turned and

rough turned to ¾”. To dry the bowls he soaked

them in a 50/50 mixture of dish soap and water

overnight, air dried them and finished the turning.

There are no cracks in the bowls.

Last month, Brian brought a segmented bowl that

came apart during turning due to weak glue joints.

Here is the repaired, finished bowl. Nice recovery,

Brian.



Tony's redwood bowls Les’ dyed platter turned from plywood

Wendell’s acrylic pens Lee’s Pacific Yew bowl finished with
milk paint

Russ provided a number of items as examples of items that could be used in the
turning challenge.





Russ gave the demo on turning a natural edge bowl.

Mount the blank with the bark side toward
the headstock, using a spur drive center. The
bark needs to be removed in the center
where the drive center contacts the blank.

Turn the outside

Form the tenon. Take care that the
base of the tenon is square and cleanly
formed with the bowl body. This will
provide a secure mount with the four
jaw chuck.

Reverse the bowl body to turn the
inside, mounting it on the four jaw
chuck .



Turn the first 1/3 to the final
thickness. This is necessary for the
unturned portion to provide support
and prevent flexing.

Turn a block to support the inside of
the bowl

Continue hollowing the middle 1/3
and then the final 1/3

Ready to reverse mount to clean up the
bottom



Reverse mount the bowl and support it
with the tail stock.

Carefully remove the bulk of the tenon.

Remove tailstock support and support
the bowl, in this case with tape.

Turn off the small remaining part of
the tenon

The three tools used in this demo.



In observance of Mother’s Day, the next meeting will be held on Saturday May 7 at Russ’ shop. We

will return to our normal schedule of the second Sunday next month.


